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A NOTE ON A-COMMUTATIVITY OF MATRICES

edmond dale dixon and nancy wong

Abstract. It is the purpose of this paper to find in terms of

parameters the most generai matrix A'which is tf-commutative with

respect to a given matrix A. The proofs will yield a method of

rational construction for such a matrix X.

Introduction. In 1936 W. E. Roth [4] made an extensive investigation

of A-commutativity of matrices. His theorems gave conditions for ex-

istence in terms of elementary divisors. It is the purpose of this paper

to find in terms of parameters the most general matrix X which is K-

commutative with respect to a given matrix A. The proofs will yield a

method of rational construction for such a matrix X.

Let A and X be n x n matrices with elements from a field F. We denote

AX-XA by [A, X) or [A, X]x. Then [A, X].= [A, [A, X],^). The matrix
X is said to be A-commutative with respect to A if [A, X]k=0. It is easily

seen from the above equations that we may assume that A has been reduced

to rational canonical form. Furthermore, we may assume without loss of

generality that the rational canonical form for A is diag{C(/), C(g)}. In

our theorems we find the blocks of X after it has been partitioned con-

formaliy with A. Thus we give conditions for the existence and give the

construction of the most general matrix Xk satisfying C(f)Xk—XkC{g)+

CijlX^X^CigHX^, • • • . C(f)X^XxC(g) where C(f) and
C(g) are companion matrices of the polynomials/(x) and g(x) and where

/(x) divides g(x) or g(x) divides f(x).

The methods used were developed by W. V. Parker [1] in his investi-

gation of the equation AX=XB.

Two-commutative case.   We now study the equation

(1) C(f) Y » YC(g) + X,   where C(f)X = XC(g).

Theorem 1. If C(f) and C(g) are companion matrices of the poly-

nomials f(x)=-xm—^Llaixi~1 and g(x) of degrees m and n respectively

over the field F, then the mxn matrices Y and X, over F, satisfy the equation
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C(/) 7= YC(g)+X, where C(f)X=XC(g), if and only if the rows of X and
Y are U, UC(g), UCm~'(g) and V, VC(g)+U, VCm~\g)+

(m—\)UCm~i(g) respectively, where U and V are 1 Xn matrices satisfying

the following conditions:

(2) Vf[C(g)]+ Uf'[C(g)] = 0  and   Uf[C(g)] = 0.

Proof.  Parker [1] has shown that the rows of X are U, UC(g), • • • ,

UCm~l(g) where Uf[C(g))=Q. If the rows of Fare Vx, V2, then

the rows of C(f) Fare V2, V3, ■ ■ ■ , Vm and 2"i a^. The rows of YC(g)+

X are VxC(g)+U, V2C(g)+UC(g),       VmC(g)+UC^{g). Setting the
corresponding rows of (1) equal gives

v2 m VxC{g) + u,

v3 - v2c(g) + uc(g) = v.a-ig) + 2uc(g),
(3) •

Vm = Vm_,C{g) + UC^(g) - ViC-Kg) + (m- l)UC^(g),

m

2 aiVi = VmC(g) + UC»-i(g) = V1C*{g) + mUC^(g),

then

ayV, + a2V2 + ■ ■ ■ + amVm =       + a^dg) + U] + ■ ■ ■

+ a^V^-Hg) + (m - l)UCm-Hg)]

= ViC(g) + mUC^ig).

Transposing and collecting the coefficients of V1 and the coefficients of

U gives

VdCri(g) - M + a2C(g) + ■■■+ amCm-Hg))]

+ U[mCm-i(g) - (a2I + 2a3C(g) + • • • + (m - \)amCm-*(g))] = 0.

That is VJWgfl + Uf'lCig)]^. Since all the steps of this proof are
reversible, the converse holds.

It should be noted that if g(x) divides f(x), then Vif[C(g)]=0 and

Uf[C(g)]=0 and K, is arbitrary. If f(x) divides g(x), a lxn matrix

different from zero exists satisfying (3).

Equations (2) are satisfied if and only if

V[C(g)]f[C(g)] + U[C(g)]f'[C(g)} = 0
and

U[C{g)]f[C{g)] = 0.
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Thus V and U must be such that

(4)   V(x)f(x) + U(x)f'(x) = g(x)q{x)   and   U(x)f(x) = g(x)k(x)

where k(x) and q(x) are arbitrary polynomials such that the degrees of

g(x)k(x) and g(x)q(x) are not greater than m+n— 1. Therefore the 1 xb

matrices V and U are obtained through their associated polynomials.

A-commutative case.   We now study the system

C(f)Xk = XkC(g) + xk_t,

CiftX^ = X^Cig) + xk_2,

(5)

C(f)X2 = X2C(g) + xu

where C(f)X1=X1C(g) and where C(f) and C(g) are companion matrices

of the polynomials f(x)=xm— y™=1 a.-.v1-1 and g(x) of degrees m and n

respectively.

Theorem 2. Let C{f) and C{g) be as given in (5). Then the set of

mxn matrices {A'j, X2, • • • , Xk}, over F, satisfy (5) if and only if the rows

o/Aj, X2, ■ ■ ■ , Xk are

+ (m~l) u*-icm-\g) + --- + (mkZl) ViCm-\g)

successively, where U1, U2, ■ ■ ■ , U^, and Uk are a set of \xn matrices
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satisfying the following equations:

UJlC(g)] + Uk_J'[C(g)] + ■■■ + UXJ      L^,J = 0,
(k - 1)!

(6)     Uk_J[C{g)] + Lv2/'[C(g)] + • • ■ + t//    _ ^;J - 0,

t\/[C(g)] = 0.

Proof. We have shown that if K=2 then the rows of X2 are (l)U2,

®UtC(g)+(bUu       (m?)U2Cm-\g)+Cll)UxCm-*(g) where

U2f[C(g)] + Uxf'[C(g)] = 0  and   Uf[C(g)] = 0.

We now proceed by induction to construct the rows of Xk for arbitrary K.

Assume that if K=p— 1 the rows of Xp_1 are

+(" r ,)u-=c""',«)+■"+("t
where

/•(p-2>rrYf,\i

^-Jtag)] + ■•• + £/, (   2)| = °.

rT1   twtag)] + [/^3/'[c(g)] + • • • + ux ̂ -—4f-J = o,
(') (p-3)!

t/x/tag)] = o.

Now set C(f)Xp=XpC(g) + Xp_x. If the rows of Xp are Pi»l7„

^2.'"' . ^m. then the rows of the left side of (7) are V2, Va, • • •, V„ and

OjKj. The rows of the right side of (7) are

VxC(g) + QüP_x = UpC(g) + QcVi,

V2C(g) + Q Up_xC(g) + (j) t/p_2, • • •,

rmC(g)+ (m~ 1)l/p_1Cm-1(g) + ---

+ (^"^^C-^g).
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According to Theorem 1, the rows of X„ are

O„(y,c,8,+(;)^,.,(™0-'),,c.-.(8,

and

2 art = Qu,cm(g) + Qu^'-Hg) + ■■■

by setting the corresponding rows of both sides of (7) equal. Replacing

Vi by ^-^(Wi^C-Mfc), '"=2, 3, • • • , m, where tf_,«0 if
y>/>, we have

2 aPi = flil/p + a2 l/„C(g) + Q 17^] + • • •

+ (p ~11)t/icm_P(g)

- (™)i/,c-(g)+ (^oViC^Cg)

VP

Transposing and collecting the coefficients of      !/„_!, •••,(/, we get

i/p/[c(g)i + u^j'iag)] + • • • +1/,    1 ;fJ = 0.
0> - 1)!

Since all the steps of this proof are reversible, the converse holds.

It should be noted that if g(x) divides f(x), then

UJ[C(g)] = 0,

U^f[C(g)} = 0,

UrflCig)] = 0
and Uv is arbitrary.
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Equations (6) are satisfied if and only if

Uk[C(g)]f[C(g)] + lVi[C(g)j/'[C(g)] + •

Uk^[C(g)]f[C(g)] + Uk_,[C(g)]f'[C(g)] +

+ ̂ [C(g)]/'7'[c^)] = o,
(k - 1)!

(fc - 2)!

UdCigWICig)] = 0,

thus Ux, {72, • • • , Uk_x must be such that

C/1(x)/(x) = g{x)kx(x),

t/2(x)/(x) + l/iW/'W = g(x)k2(x),

t/i_1(x)/(x) + t/t_2(x)/'(x) + • • • + U1(x)^--y- = g(x)fcJ,_i(x).
(fc - 2)!

where A",(x) for /= 1, 2, • ■ ■ , p— 1 are arbitrary polynomials such that the

degree of g(x)ki(x) is not greater than m+n — 2. Therefore the set of 1 xn

matrices U1, C/2, • ■ • , Uk_x are obtained through their associated poly-

nomials.
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